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Abstract – Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Middleware platforms present a valuable option for
extending the lifetime of mission-critical legacy systems.
The fundamental concept of SOA is that it allows the
design and implementation of software applications
through the use of loosely coupled services with known
interfaces that can be accessed without the knowledge of
the implementation platform. This technique enhances
interoperability, extensibility and flexibility of e-services
hence it can be an option to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of Information and Communication for
Development Projects (ICT4D). This paper presents a
proposed
connectivity
module
called
Protocol
Connectivity Invoker Module (PCIM) which allows the
external integration of third party software applications
into SOA middleware platforms. The module facilitates
connection by invoking relevant connectivity protocols
upon requests from third party software applications for
communication with the middleware layer.
Index Terms—Application Integration, Connectivity,
ICTD sustainability, SOA
I. INTRODUCTION
SOA is a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed
applications that may be under the control of different
ownership domains [1]. Fundamentally, SOA allows the
design and implementation of applications using loosely
coupled services whose interfaces can be accessed without
the knowledge of the implementation platform [1]. Web
services are a common form of SOA where interfaces are
described using Web Service Definition Language (WSDL),
while Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) transport data
over HTTP, the Universal Description Discovery Integration
(UDDI) acts as a directory service [2]. This pattern of
application development provides a number of benefits such
as improved application interoperability, flexibility and
extensibility [2]. SOA also allows the integration of third
party applications and the building of future proof ones [3].
As a result this technique can be seen as a mechanism to be
adapted to support ICT4D e-service platforms.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RELATED WORK
This work is undertaken in the context of ICT4D e-service
development and provisioning within the Siyakhula Living
Lab (SLL). SLL is an ICT4D initiative undertaken in Dwesa,
a rural marginalized community in the Eastern Cape of
South Africa [4]. The initial mode of e-services production
at SLL has been that of informal development of standalone
applications that serves to address specific requirements. For
instance, eGovernment applications are developed to
instigate and monitor a perpetual interaction between
governments and its citizens [5]. This mode of application
development pattern limits the application interoperability
thereby suppressing potential benefits of ICTs in improving
the livelihood of people. Hence an SOA middleware
platform known as Teleweaver was designed and
implemented to address the issues of application
interoperability, efficiency and effectiveness.
In general the introduction of SOA middleware platforms
brings about an array of challenges. As a relatively new
strategy there is lack of skilled personnel to work on such
initiatives. However, the initial disparate applications
contain a critical mass of the legacy data as such they cannot
easily be discarded. Hence there is need to integrate them
into the SOA middleware platforms. Integration of such
applications is also a complex issue because they were
developed from various patterns using different protocols
from different architectures. Hence each pattern would
require a unique method of integration. For instance while
an MVC application could possibly be integrated either
through its View or Model, a procedural application would
need to be redeveloped as it might not conform to any
interface of the SOA middleware platform.
TeleWeaver is an SOA middleware platform that allows
efficient integration of e-services through a myriad of
protocols [6]. It uses Equinox container as a service
environment which houses loosely coupled OSGI bundles.
The functionalities of the individual bundles are exposed as
web services through Apache CFX and can be consumed by
any calling application that understands web services
protocols. A service Invoker component facilitates this

interaction between the bundles by recording the properties
of all published bundles in the container. Any external
component which wants to communicate with bundles in the
container interacts with the Service Invoker which has all the
details of the present bundles. At present third party
applications communicate with TeleWeaver through SOAP
messages. One of the motives behind the use of TeleWeaver
was to integrate third party applications and for that matter
we would need a connectivity platform which caters for all
kinds of applications with their associated connectivity
protocols and the current design of TeleWeaver does not
cater for this provision. This is a challenge which hampers
the efforts of simplification of application interoperability
hence we proposed the use of Protocol Connectivity Invoker
Module (PCIM), which is an extension to the current service
invoker, to address this challenge.
III. THE CONNECTIVITY MODEL
The fundamental concept of PCIM is that it should act as a
protocol identifier which associates the relevant protocols to
the calling applications. All possible connectivity protocols
such as Extensible Markup Language –Remote Procedure
Call (XML-RPC), HTTP, Representational State Transfer
(REST) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) will be
housed in this module which has other core components that
regulates the handling of protocol translation and
dispatching processes [7]. The challenge with this proposal
is that if PCIM were to be located outside TeleWeaver it
would need its own service environment thereby creating an
unnecessary heterogeneous of execution environments. In
light of this the PCIM should be housed within Teleweaver
so as to simplify the complexity of connectivity. Figure 1
depicts the envisaged connectivity system.

Figure 1: PCIM Connectivity diagram
The use of such a module is anticipated to provide a generic
method of connecting various third party software
applications on to the SOA middleware thereby increasing
application interoperability and extensibility.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented an application connectivity model
which enables the integration of third party software
applications onto SOA middleware platforms. One of the
challenges in this model is that of compatibility between
connectivity protocols. Some protocols like REST are
stateless as such it would not interface easily with other
stateful protocols hence we suggest the introduction of a
translation module within the PCIM. Currently each request
would need its own service invoker within TeleWeaver
hence it is felt that PCIM should reside inside the Service
Invoker to create a Super Service Invoker which performs
service invoking and the PCIM processes in a single
platform.
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